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We also offer acomplete
line of Maintenance Free
Yard Accessories and
Railing Systems.
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PRNACY FeNCe
Fencemax Systems offers panels with
decorative accent tops or you can enjoy complete
privacy. All of our privacy fence has been
engineered for strength and durability.
Advantages include:
*Reinforced rails for extra support
*Compliance testing for wind load stability
*Tongue & Groove pickets
*Computer routed posts with "heavy wall" thickness
*Custom styles upon request
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DeCO-RAIL
You have the option to upgrade to a 2" x 7"

,~

Deco-Rail for maximum strength and a unique
decorative look. Compare Fencemax Systems
Deco-Rails to other systems and you will see that
these are 30% thicker and offer a 2" deep pocket
for increased racking ability.

ALL DeCD-RAIL PRIVACY feNCe IS
AVAILABLE: IN wHITe. TAN. ADOBe AND GRAY!

ARCHeD GATe

STRAIGHT GATe
Gates endure the most abuse throughout the
life of your vinyl fence. Knowing this, we pride
ourselves with having the strongest gate
system in the industry. We use only stainless
steel hardware, which is powder coated and
fully adjustable.
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HARTFORD

VILLANOVA TOP

LATIICE:TOP

CONCAVE: TOP
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SE:MI-PRNATE: FE:NCE:

A great option for your backyard is a custom
semi-private fence. Available in 3: 4: 5: and 6'
heights combined with various picket sizes and
spacing makes this a popular selection.
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. 4' STANFORD
6' STANFORD
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SPAceD feNce

VINYL FE:NCE: IS A GRE:AT WAY TO KE:E:P YOUR CHILDRE:N AND PE:TS SAFE: AND SE:CURE:!

5' VILLANOVA

6' VILLANOVA

4' VILLANOVA
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PICKeT fE:NCE:

NeW HARVARD

Take advantage of our "routed"
picket fence styles. These styles
have precise computer auto
mated holes routed into the rails
allowing the pickets to run
through the rails. These "neigh
bor friendly" fences are identical
on both sides for both you and
your neighbors to enjoy. Choose
either 1-1/2" or 3" wide pickets.

.
ALL PICKet STYLeS
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RANCH FeNCe

POST CAPS

THe DIFFeReNCe!
All of our vinyl is produced in a state of the art facility using cutting
edge extrusion technology. Our vinyl has an exclusive blend of
titanium dioxide, impact modifiers, and heat stabilizers to ensure
years of maximum weatherability. We are proud to offer an exclu
sive lifetime material warranty with all Fencemax Systems.

